ESSAY & POSTER COMPETITION

THEME: WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

SUBMISSION
5pm - FRI 1 DEC 2017

SEND ESSAYS & POSTERS:
SOLOMON ISLANDS ELECTORAL COMMISSION OFFICE, VAVAYA RIDGE, HONIARA or email: womenlead@siec.gov.sb

MORE INFORMATION:
Contact your school or SIEC
PH | 21463 / 20149
E | womenlead@siec.gov.sb

JUNIOR
SECONDARY STUDENTS
FORM 1 – 3

Question
What do you think are key elements to achieving gender equality in schools in Solomon Islands?

ESSAY
• 400 – 600 words
POSTER
• Artwork must be A3 Size paper

KEY
GENDER EQUALITY

SENIOR
SECONDARY STUDENTS
FORM 4 – 7

Question
Identify barriers that make it difficult for women to be in parliament, provincial assemblies and other senior government offices. Suggest possible solutions to increase women’s leadership and political participation.

ESSAY
• 600 – 800 words
POSTER
• Artwork must be A3 Size paper

KEY
BARRIERS & SOLUTIONS

TEACHERS
Question
Either;
Discuss key factors to consider in order to successfully implement the Temporary Special Measures (TSM)? OR
Is the school curriculum promoting the importance of increasing women representation in parliament, provincial assemblies and in senior government positions? Why do you think so?

ESSAY
• 800 – 1000 words
POSTER
• Artwork must be A3 Size paper

KEY
IMPORTANT FACTORS OF TSM
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